
Under the hood of Spotalytics

Our attribution models explained



GET TO KNOW OUR ATTRIBUTION MODELS

Sure,  you want to be on top of things and measure the impact of your TV campaign as part of  

your media strategy.  We can imagine you spend a good deal  of  your precious working hours on 

t ime-consuming and costly manual analysis.  And at the end, was it  even worth your effort? In 

our experience,  many essential  issues are overlooked, perhaps result ing in unrel iable 

conclusions.            

When you want to determine the impact of your TV campaign as accurate as possible,  you have 

to take many factors into account,  such as:    

I f  your method is not anticipating these issues,  i t  is  r isky to translate your conclusions to a 

rel iable marketing strategy.        

   

The baseline :  which values constitute the fundament of your spot effects?   

The measurement window :  where does the onl ine effect of  each TV spot start  and end? 

Overlapping TV-commercials :  how do you al locate the r ight effect to each TV spot? 

Accurate TV airing data :  how do you always receive the exact broadcast t imes?



GET TO KNOW OUR ATTRIBUTION MODELS

We l ike to share how our dist inctive attr ibution models work and how each of these models 

offers a solution to the problems that you wil l  encounter when analyzing the effects of a TV 

campaign.    

We highl ight the fol lowing topics in this document:  

The baseline  | The values that constitute the fundament of your spot effects 

The measurement window  | The start  and ending of the onl ine effect of  each TV spot   

Overlapping TV commercials  | Al locate the r ight effect to each TV spot   

Obtaining accurate TV airing data  | Always sure of the exact broadcast t imes   



#THE BASELINE

The values that constitute the 
fundament of your spot effects
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# THE BASELINE

The common way to measure the performance of TV spots,  is  to measure your website traff ic  in 

the minutes fol lowing a commercial  and to compare these results to the performance that we 

expected without a commercial .  Your f irst  step would be to determine the amount of sessions 

your website has after the commercial .  The next step is  to create a basel ine to compare your 

results with.      

Linear baseline  

Measuring the amount of sessions on your website before you aired the commercial  and take this 

number as a basel ine,  isn’t  a good solution,  because your benchmark is  static.  To solve this,  you 

could measure the point after the effect of  your commercial  has faded. However,  in such a short 

t imeframe sudden variat ions in your website visits can occur that wi l l  distort the basel ine 

calculation.    

Average baseline  

In addit ion,  i f  you just take the average traff ic  of  each specif ic  day and minute combination,  you 

would have a f lawed model.  Because seasons,  weather,  events etc.  can heavi ly inf luence your 

basel ine.    

     



# THE BASELINE

Our baseline  

At  Mediasynced, we have taken a more sophist icated approach in order to provide an accurate 

basel ine.  We have bui lt  c l ient specif ic  day models based on historical  data.  By al igning these 

models with the real  t ime data we can construct a basel ine that fol lows the natural  curve we 

expect i t  to have.  We do this for each campaign and each device.  Using these methods we were 

able to construct a basel ine that correlates better with real ity and is less affected by the noise 

within the data.    
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#MEASUREMENT WINDOW

The start and ending of the online 
effect of each TV spot



# THE MEASUREMENT WINDOW

How long after seeing a commercial  does an interested consumer take action? What i f  a 

commercial  has a tag on,  do they respond differently then? These are very relevant questions 

to accurately measure the performance of each spot.  The basic question we are interested in 

is ,  after how many minutes can we stop attr ibuting the measured upl ift  to a commercial?      

I f  we measure too few minutes then we won't  capture the ful l  effect of  the commercial ,  there 

may have been another few minutes that contributed to the upl ift  of  a commercial  which wil l  

be missing in your model.Capturing too many minutes can result  in similar inaccuracies,  your 

model wi l l  start  picking up regular variat ions in traff ic  or noise,  instead of campaign effects.  

So,  we need to f ind the optimum measurement window for each commercial .        

   

     



# THE MEASUREMENT WINDOW

Our solution  

At  Mediasynced we constructed a dynamic response window. By looking at the correlation 

between the different minutes (1st ,  2nd,…  ,10th minute) we can measure when the curve seems 

to come to an end. We stop measuring when the minutes start  to be more dominated by noise 

than the effect of  the commercial .  This way we ensure that we always set a balanced and dynamic 

campaign window for each campaign.        
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#OVERLAPPING TV COMMERCIALS

Allocate the right effect to each TV 
spot 



# OVERLAPPING TV COMMERCIALS 

I t  is  common to see two or more commercials start  at  the same t ime, or within minutes of each 

other.  There are even situations where more than f ive different commercials start  c lose to each 

other.  In these kind of s ituations,  how would you attr ibute the total  upl ift  to each commercial?          

   

   

     



# OVERLAPPING TV COMMERCIALS 

You could consider these data points as outl iers and remove them. In our opinion this is  not an 

option,  because these situations are too common to ignore.  The solution most people would 

offer when confronted with this problem,  is  to attr ibute the upl ift  based upon a l inear,  t ime 

based model.  However,  this method doesn’t  take the mult iple factors into account that affect the 

upl ift .  Some commercials have a signif icantly higher audience,  are being aired on better 

performing channels,  or have a different response curve compared to the others.          

   

     



# OVERLAPPING TV COMMERCIALS 

Our solution  

Given the importance and complexity of attr ibution in the case of spot col l is ions,  we have gone 

to great lengths to create the most robust attr ibution model for spot col l is ions.  At Mediasynced, 

we tackle this problem using a combination of models.  

When two commercials overlap,  they create unclean data (the overlap).  The measured upl ift  of  

the overlapping part needs to be divided. In most cases the overlap is  part ial ,  meaning there is  a 

clean beginning of the f irst  spot and a clean end of the second spot.  We use the clean bits of 

data to predict  the expected proportion from the unclean data.  The predict ion also takes the 

response curve into account,  as wel l  as the amount of c lean data.  We then val idate the outcome 

with a set of statist ical  models,  including machine learning models that are continuously being 

trained using historical  data to calculate the most accurate attr ibution per spot.       

   

     



#ACCURATE TV AIRING DATA

Always sure of the exact broadcast
times 
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# OBTAINING ACCURATE TV AIRING DATA

In most cases,  we are provided with broadcasting data (post air ing) that we import in our 

engine.  We use an automated setup that provides dai ly updates,  so you have same day results 

that are always up to date.  In cases where such an automated setup is not possible,  a semi-  

automated Excel  importer is  avai lable to faci l i tate the process.  But sometimes the ad air ing data 

is  lacking or missing altogether.  

Examples are:  

Commercial recognition program  

To solve these issues,  we have developed a commercial  recognit ion program which can 

accurately track when a specif ic  commercial  has aired and on which channel.  I t  is  even capable 

of del ivering the exact second when the spot has aired.  This al lows us to construct our own, 

very accurate,  broadcasting schedule.  The only thing we need is a copy of the commercial  to 

train our system on.   

              

Data is  not avai lable for specif ic  channels.

Data cannot be provided at al l  (some countries,  no l icense or r ights.  

Data provided is not accurate enough (e.g.  minute based or break based).

Data is  only avai lable after a few weeks   



Spotalyt ics measures the effect after each TV spot accurately,  rel iably and in real  t ime, based 

on onl ine behavioral  data.  The tool  is  ful ly automated, based on sol id statist ical  algorithms. 

This is  what makes Spotalyt ics superior to manual analyses in terms of accuracy,  extent and 

cost effectiveness.    

Eager to start  analyzing the impact of your TV campaigns,  tweak your strategy and improve 

your ROI? See how Spotalyt ics works for you.     

SEE HOW SPOTALYTICS WORKS FOR YOU 

Read more about our advanced tv & video platform | www.mediasynced.com

Tel  +31 20 737 29 44 
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